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is talk argues that certain familiar observations about the shape of vowel inventories can be aributed to
the interaction of three factors—one phonological, one phonetic, and one metalinguistic. Consider the triangular
three-vowel inventories in (1):

(1) Triangular three-vowel inventories
a. Widely-aested triangular inventory b. Unaested triangular inventory
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e inventory in (1a) is probably the most common three-vowel inventory cross-linguistically (see, e.g.,
Liljencrants and Lindblom 1972: 845); the one in (1b) is unaested. is is not, however, a purely descriptive
generalization. As noted by Rice (1995), vowel phonemes that contrast with fewer other vowel phonemes tend
to have wider ranges of allophonic realizations. In a language with the inventory in (1a), the vowel transcribed
as /i/ might sometimes be realized phonetically as [ɨ], /u/ as [ʉ], and /a/ as [ə]. at we typically represent su
a system using the symbols in (1a) rather than those in (1b) is at least as mu a reflection of our transcription
conventions as it is of linguistic reality (cf. Ladd 2009).

Nonetheless, there is also a real tendency for phonemes to have robustly contrasting phonetic realizations
at least in certain environments (particularly under stress). In Dispersion eory and similar approaes (e.g.,
Padge 1997; Flemming 2002; Sanders 2003), this is accounted for by constraints in the phonological computation
that directly evaluate the phonetic distances between segments. Hall (2007a, 2007b) argues instead for a sepa-
ration of the roles of phonology and phonetics—phonological representations minimally encode contrast as per
the Successive Division Algorithm (Dresher, Piggo, and Rice 1994; Dresher 2009), and the meanism of en-
hancement (Stevens, Keyser, and Kawasaki 1986; Stevens and Keyser 1989) phonetically amplifies the realization
of these contrastive features. As Hall notes, the SDA is incapable of assigning features to the inventory in (1b)
that would be incompatible with (1a).

A similar observation applies to linear vowel inventories of the sort illustrated in (2). e vertical inventory
in (2a) is aested (though rare); its horizontal and diagonal counterparts in (2b,c) are not (Hyman 2008: §2.2).

(2) Linear three-vowel inventories
a. Vertical inventory b. Horizontal inventory c. Diagonal inventory

(e.g., Kabardian) (unaested) (unaested)
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Under Dispersion eory, the absence of (2c) in particular is unexpected: the diagonal inventory appears to
make beer use of the acoustic space than (2a). e SDA+Enhancement approa, however, offers some insight
into the paern. In (2a), one vowel is contrastively high, one contrastively low, and one contrastively neither.
Adding differences in place and/or rounding, although it would increase dispersion, would not enhance the
phonemic height contrasts per se. In an inventory in whi one vowel is contrastively coronal (front/unrounded),
one contrastively peripheral (ba/rounded), and the third contrastively neither, on the other hand, realizing the
coronal and peripheral vowels as high [i, u] enhances the place/rounding contrast—there is more horizontal room
at the top of the vowel space. For (2b), as for (1b), the SDA cannot assign feature specifications that would be
incompatible with (1a). For (2c), the SDA is not capable of assigning representations that will ensure that ea
of the three vowels differs from ea of the other two along both the vertical and horizontal dimensions; any
representations assigned to this inventory will also be consistent with either (1a) or (2a).
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